KHLOE KARDASHIAN WAKES UP WITH THIS PRODUCT EVERY
MORNING
Quinn’s Witch Hazel is a must-have for every beauty cabinet

After selling out within minutes of Khloe Kardashian revealing she uses Quinn’s Rose Witch Hazel Toner, the skincare brand quickly got to work on
replenishing its stock on Amazon and are now announcing the launch of a new range of products!
Quinn’s launched in 2016, by Australian entrepreneur Katrina Allen, with a belief in quality, timeless ingredients that combine functionality and
simplicity. With a core range of effective and much-loved beauty staples, Quinn’s quickly rose to the top of Amazon’s ‘Best Seller’ rankings.
The Quinn’s range includes:

Witch Hazel Toner RRP: $13.95 - Rose, Lavender, and Unscented

An all-in-one cleanser, toner and moisturizer perfect for all skin types. Gentle enough to use for ailments, irritations, acne and shaving. Invigorate and
awaken the skin with a combination of 100% natural, organic ingredients.

Rosewater Facial Toner Mist Spray RRP: $13.27

A luxe rosewater spray that tones and moisturizes all skin types. Designed to remove dirt and oil from the skin, this hydrating mist with leave you
feeling refreshed and uplifted.

Castile Liquid Soap RRP: $13.27- Peppermint and Unscented

Made with 100% biodegradable ingredients including, certified organic argan, jojoba, and hemp oils, the Castile soap is good for you and the
environment! It’s also safe and gentle enough to use on babies, pets and household surfaces - we like to call it a wonder-soap.

This August, Quinn’s will be releasing three new variants to its core range; Cucumber & Mint Witch Hazel Toner, Pink Grapefruit & Orange Rind
Witch Hazel Toner, and Lavender Facial Toner Mist Spray. These products will be available from TJ Maxx & Marshalls in the USA, Marshalls &
Winners in Canada, TK Maxx in Europe and Amazon.com in the USA later this month. Lip balms with also be joining the line-up this year, with more
secret products currently in the works - stay tuned!

www.quinnsco.com
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